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Word Hopscotch 
 
Game Instructions: 
(One Player) 

1. Take the three hopscotch boards and line them up in a single column to make one long hopscotch board.  
2. Have your student roll the die.  
3. The number he/she rolls is the number of spaces he/she moves up the board. Have your student use 

his/her index and middle finger on either hand to move up the board. (Index finger for single blocks/ 
Both index and middle finger for double blocks) 

4. As your student moves up the board, have him/her read the welded sound on the single blocks and the 
combined word on the double blocks. 

5. If your student reads the welded sound or word wrong, review the correct answer and have him/her 
move back two spaces. (Note: The double blocks count as one space, since they combine to form one 
word) 

6. The goal is to reach the top of the board with the fewest mistakes.  
 

Game Instructions: 
(2 or more players) 

1. Take the three hopscotch boards and line them up in a single column to make one long hopscotch board.  
2. Determine which student is to go first and have him/her roll the die. 
3. The number he/she rolls is the number of spaces he/she moves up the board. Have your student use 

his/her index and middle finger on either hand to move up the board. (Index finger for single blocks/ 
Both index and middle finger for double blocks) 

4. As your student moves up the board, have him/her read the welded sound on the single blocks and the 
combined word on the double blocks. 

5. If your student reads the welded sound or word wrong, review the correct answer and have him/her 
move back two spaces. (Note: The double blocks count as one space, since they combine to form one 
word) 

6. Repeat steps 2-5 with the remaining students. 
7. Continue play until a student reaches the top of the board. 

The winner is the student who reaches the top of the board first. 



 



 


